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Biological self-assembly of superparamagnetic iron-oxo cores
in ferritin illustrates a unique example of matrix-assisted formation
of magnetic nanomaterials1 and artificial analogues of ferritin still
remain an elusive goal. In this context, synthesis of iron oxide
nanoparticles has been attempted by different methods.2-8 How-
ever, a critical requirement in modeling the fundamental aspects
of ferritin core assembly is direct chemical involvement of a
template analogous to ferritin which uses coordinating residues
from the protein shell for binding metal ions and directing their
growth.9,10 Herein, we describe a system containing nanoclusters
of iron oxidesassembled in situ within the nanopores of an
organosilica sol-gel11sthat is capable of mimicking all the
essential aspects of natural ferritin.10 We show that the sol-gel
acts as a chemically active structure-directing agent to sequester
iron atoms and promote the growth of superparamagnetic (block-
ing temperatures 8-12 K) iron-oxo nanoparticles (4-7 nm
diameter) within its porous structure. A particularly remarkable
feature of these gels is their ability to sequester iron under
overload conditions and then release them into aqueous solution
in the combined presence of reducing and chelating agents.

Sol-gels are framework polysiloxanes obtained by hydrolysis
of alkoxysilane precursors.12 The gels used in this study are
prepared from an organically modified bis-[3-(trimethoxysilyl)-
propyl]ethylenediamine (enTMOS) precursor (CH3O)3Si(CH2)3-
NH(CH2)2NH(CH2)3Si(OCH3)3

Hydrolysis of this precursor forms an organic-inorganic hybrid
material which contains both the organic component and the
inorganic siloxane network.11 The overall design strategy for
selecting the enTMOS precursor is based on several factors that
offer unique advantages to facilitate controlled growth of iron-
oxo clusters. First, the enTMOS precursor, with two nitrogen
atoms per formula unit, provides ligating atoms to sequester iron
atoms into the sol-gel. Second, the amino groups in the network
provide a high internal pH for formation of Fe-O-Fe linkages
from iron-aquo complexes. Third, the presence of organic
residues imparts an overall hydrophobic character to the material

and thereby limits extensive aggregation of hydrophilic iron oxide
to facilitate formation of smaller clusters. Finally, the nanometer-
sized pores (∼4-7 nm) provide an ideal physical cavity for
controlled growth of iron-oxo nanoparticles. Indeed, as we show
in this work, the approach is quite effective for the formation of
nanoparticles with 4-7 nm diameters.13

The morphology of the iron-oxo samples (labeled Fe1 to Fe7)
was characterized by microscopy measurements. Figure 1 shows
a typical TEM micrograph for sample Fe6. It is observed that
the particles are spatially isolated from each other with a majority
of particles having average diameters between 4 and 7 nm.

The magnetic properties of the samples were studied by a
SQUID magnetometer in the range 2-300 K and up to 55 kOe
in field cooling (FC) and zero field cooling (ZFC) experiments.
Figure 2 shows the thermal variations of the ZFC magnetization
(M(T)) at 100 Oe. The blocking temperatureTB (i.e., the
temperature below which the spins are blocked by magnetic
anisotropy) can be clearly determined by a maximum ofM(T) at
low temperatures. The magnetization of Fe2 sample increases with
decreasing temperature in a field of 100 Oe (Figure 2), however,
a maximum can be detected in the low magnetic field of 40 Oe
(Figure 2, inset). All of the samples exhibit blocking temperatures
in the range 8-12 K. It is important to note that these values are
in striking agreement with the blocking temperatures of 11-13
K reported for ferritin.14,15All of the samples studied in this work
demonstrate superparamagnetic behavior, as indicated by tem-
perature dependence of effective magnetic moment (µeff) which
goes to zero at low temperature, suggesting an antiferromagnetic
ground state (data not shown). We did not observe any anomalies
on theM(T,H) curves that could be related to the onset of any
long-range interparticle interactions which is consistent with the
fact that the particles are spatially isolated by the matrix.

The properties of the iron-oxo clusters investigated in this
study are shown in Table 1. The overall results indicate that the
number of iron atoms in these particles varies from 700 to 4000.16

In general, there is a good agreement between the theoretically
calculated blocking temperatures17 and the experimentally ob-
served values. Moreover, magnetic moments per cluster range
from 100 to 2700 Bohr magnetons (BM). The significance of
these values is particularly underscored when compared with the
reported values for natural ferritin (300-400µB)18 and magneto-
ferritin (13200µB).19 Thus, the results indicate a considerable
degree of similarity between the magnetic properties of iron-
oxo samples and ferritin.

An additional remarkable feature of natural ferritin is its ability
to sequester iron from external environment to form the iron-
oxo core.1 We evaluated the ability of enTMOS-derived samples
to accumulate Fe3+ ions by making use of the changes in
absorption intensity that occur in the 400-nm region due to
formation of iron-oxo particles. Figure 3a shows the changes in
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absorbance at 380 nm when a film of pristine enTMOS sol-gel
(glass slide substrate, thickness 0.15 mm) is exposed to a 0.01 M
solution of Fe3+ ions. The growth of particles is rapid, and
saturation is observed after 25 min. The rather exponential growth
indicates an initial formation of template sites upon which
subsequent buildup of further nuclei occurs. Thus, it appears that
initially there is considerable free volume available and the growth
of particles is faster. As the available space diminishes, the rate
achieves saturation.

The natural ferritin also has the ability to release iron under
reducing conditions in the presence of chelators to from apofer-
ritin,1 and we evaluated the ability of enTMOS materials to release
iron under similar conditions. As shown in Figure 3b, the iron

atoms from the enTMOS sol-gels can be released into an external
solution containing sodium dithionite and 2,2′-bipyridine (bpy).
The release process was monitored by measuring the changes in
absorbance at 525 nm. The release of iron atoms is slow and
tends to saturate slowly after∼3 h. It is important to note that
the release profile is quite analogous to that reported for natural
ferritin.20 Also, we find that iron is not released when the sol-
gels are placed in water or a solution of bpy. That is, both
dithionite and bpy must be present for the release process to occur.

The exponential growth and release of the nanoclusters
indicates a presence of cooperative processes that are convergent
in nature. When placed in an aqueous solution of ferric salts, the
enTMOS gels preferentially sequester iron atoms inside the porous
network. This process is facilitated by amino groups which bind
to the metal ions (Figure 4a), as confirmed by the appearance of
a new peak corresponding to Fe-N stretching vibrational mode
(Figure 4b). On the basis of the data, it appears that during the
formation of the iron-oxo clusters: (a) initial iron atoms are
bound to the pore walls of the sol-gel matrix through amino
groups, (b) subsequent growth of the clusters occurs toward the
center of the pore as more incoming iron atoms form oxo (or
hydroxo)-bridged centers from iron aquo complexes,21 and (c)
the particle growth stops when the available volume within the
pore is completely utilized (Figure 4a). Thus, taken together, the
formation of clusters in enTMOS sol-gels is matrix-assisted and
that the chemically active pores of the enTMOS sol-gel act as
structure-directing agents for assembly of iron-oxo particles. This
mechanism is also supported by the iron-release experiments. The
initial faster rate of release indicates that the iron atoms from the
center of the cluster are released first. After depletion of the central
iron-oxo core, the rate of release is impeded due to competitive
binding interaction of the iron atoms between the matrix and the
chelating agent, causing a slow release of iron.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated biomimetic assembly of
iron-oxo clusters in enTMOS sol-gels as synthetic analogues
of ferritin. The assembly of these particles is assisted by the sol-
gel matrix via formation of coordination bonds with the frame-
work, and the system is able to mimic all of the essential aspects
of natural ferritin. Finally, we note that these materials will find
useful technological applications as transparent magnetic materi-
als, as contrast agents for magnetic imaging, and as materials for
magnetically targeted drug delivery.
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Figure 1. Transmission electron micrograph of Fe6 sample showing
spatially isolated iron-oxo clusters in enTMOS sol-gels.

Figure 2. Variation in magnetization with respect to temperature for
the iron-oxo samples in a magnetic field of 100 Oe after cooling in
zero field (ZFC). The Fe2 sample does not show any maximum in the
magnetic field of 100 Oe but a maximum can be seen at 40 Oe (inset).

Table 1. Properties of Iron-Oxo Clusters in enTMOS Sol-Gels

sample

average
diametera

(nm)
Fe atoms/
clusterb

Fe atoms/
(g) samplec

blocking
tempTB
(exp.)

blocking
tempTB
(calc.)d

magnetic
moment/

Fe
(BM)

magnetic
moment/
cluster
(BM)

Fe 1 3.8 679 1.56× 10 21 11.9 11.8 0.1981 134
Fe 2 4.7 1262 3.50× 10 21 8.0 14.2 0.4214 532
Fe 3 5.0 1527 1.82× 10 21 10.9 14.7 0.0662 101
Fe 4 5.1 1639 4.00× 10 21 11.7 14.8 0.1500 246
Fe 5 5.3 1889 1.93× 10 21 7.7 15.0 0.2792 527
Fe 6 5.6 2190 1.36× 10 21 12.0 14.9 0.1661 364
Fe 7 6.6 4315 2.12× 10 21 10.9 10.4 0.6248 2696

a From TEM. b Assuming a ferrihydrite (5Fe2O3‚9H2O) unit cell (ref
16). c From atomic emission spectroscopy.d Using numerical methods
described in ref 17.

Figure 3. Intake and release of iron by 0.15 mm thick enTMOS films
deposited on a glass substrate. (a) Intake of iron from a 0.01 M solution
of ferric nitrate. (b) Release of iron from enTMOS film in the presence
of sodium dithionite (0.1 mM) and 2,2′-bipyridine (0.5 mM).

Figure 4. (a) Schematic two-dimensional representation of matrix-
assisted assembly of iron-oxo clusters inside enTMOS sol-gel pores.
(b) FTIR spectra of enTMOS gels with and without the iron-oxo clusters
showing the appearance ofν(Fe-N) vibrational mode at 367 cm-1 in
the sample containing the nanoclusters due to binding of metal ions to
the amino groups of the sol-gel network.
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